Thankfully, his mother thought nothing of his silence, because Zorian was always as silent as possible around his family â€“ he had learned many years ago that this was the easiest way of getting along with them. "Mother," he interrupted her, "I just woke up via Kiri jumping on me, I haven't had a chance to go to the bathroom and now you're pestering me while I'm eating.â€ Ilsa handed him another scroll, this one unsealed, containing a list of all elective classes offered by the academy. It was long. Very long. Mother of the Year is the first and thus far only book of the Mother of the Year series. Being a single mom isn't easy, but when your daughter gets the chance to attend an elite private school, you move to a new town and make it work. When your daughter gets a scholarship to attend an elite private school, it looks like the perfect chance to start a new life. Your new life in Goldcliffe is picking up speed. Can you stay on top of it all? Mother of Learning starts with a concept that feels fresh to the fantasy genre: a world trapped in a time loop. The mystery aspect of this story is compelling, and every revelation feels like a genuine step toward real answers.â€ This humor gets also much stronger toward the second half of the book when he starts forming more long-term relationships with other characters. Overall, I believe that most of the style issues will be resolved in a later draft.â€ Tired of OP protagonists who beat their foes effortlessly? MoL walks the perfect balance of power, with a protagonist who is eventually unchallenged in his area of expertise, but still far from flawless elsewhere. In fact, the foes he'll face are far beyond him, and he'll need to pull out all the stops if he wants any chance of success. We got caught in the mother of all storms. SMART Vocabulary: related words and phrases. Power and intensity.â€ (Definition of the mother of all sth from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press). Browse. My Mother The Book. 107 likes. A great collection of true short stories written by sons and daughters from around the worldâ€ For my friends in Doha,, please share with those who may be looking for a car in Qatar.â€ Toyota Rav 4 for immediate sale Model 2008 Driven ONLY 24,000 KM In excellent condition Expat Lady Driven Never Smoked interior Never driven off road With American Sun Film Protection Automatic Climate Control Dual A/C Automatic gear Power windows With Sun Roof and railings Stereo Cassette/ CD/ MP3â€ If you love your mother, this is an e-book that you really want to read. Best of all its about mothers from around the world, true stories written by sons and daughters just like you. Best of all, its FREE.